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Name:  _________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY; PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, limited open notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and may be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized tests 
are allowed.  Indicate any questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum credit.  Answers 
that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: ___ ERR: ____ PTS: ____ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points. 

Question 1-2 (20pts.) 
Fill in the blanks.  Write a fragment of code that may be used in a possible solution to the FreeRTOS homework 8 

/ project 1.  Follow the outline provided in the form of comments to the code that is missing. 

#incluide “fr_serial.h” 

… 

portBASE_TYPE   dataOk; 

static unsigned portCHAR ch; 

for (;;) { 

 

  dataOK=____________________ 5p ( xPort, &ch, ____________________  5p) 

  // read a character from UART if possible but wait only up to 10ms 

 

  if( ____________________ 5p ) { // in case a character was read 

 

    ____________________ 2.5p // power off the extension board green LED 

    … 

  } else {                  // in case a character was not read 

 

    ____________________ 2.5p // power on the extension board green LED 

  } 

Question 3-4 (20pts.) 
Fill in the blanks.  Write a fragment of code that may be used in a possible solution to the FreeRTOS homework 9 

/ project 2.  Provide the mechanism that ensures that the function inside the loop is run every exactly one 

second including the time needed to complete the tasks inside that function. 

 

portTickType xLastWakeTime = ____________________ 5p (); 

for (;;) { 

  run_this_every_exactly_one_second(); 

 

  ____________________ 5p (____________________ 5p , ____________________ 5p ); 

} 
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Question 5 (10pts.) 
Stage a function call to read the voltage from only one ADC channel – channel 0 with gain of 1.  Wait only up to 

10ms for the results. 

static __code const unsigned portBASE_TYPE  xChann[1] = { _____ 2.5p }; 

 

static __code const unsigned portBASE_TYPE  xGains[1] = { _____ 2.5p }; 

portBASE_TYPE   dataOk; 

unsigned portSHORT  xResults[1]; 

for (;;) { 

 

  dataOK=____________________ 2.5p (xChan, xGains, _____ 2.5p, _max_wait_time_); 

  … 

Question 6 (10pts.) 
Understanding UART libraries: FR_UART.* - device driver for FreeRTOS and BU_UART.* - device driver without 

RTOS.   

Circle all that apply. 

BU_UART.* case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

FreeRTOS case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

Circle all cases that may happen depending on the driver state.   

Reading one char from UART: Reads from a buffer Reads from UART SFR/hardware 

Sending one char to UART: Writes to a buffer Writes to UART SFR/hardware 

Question 7-8 (20pts.) 
Provide information about CAN, Ethernet, serial USART, and USB technologies. Circle all that apply: 

1. CAN bus: Full Duplex         Collision possible 

2. RJ45 Ethernet <1Gbps: Full Duplex         Collision possible 

3. USART: Full Duplex         Collision possible 

4. USB: Full Duplex         Collision possible 

Question 9-10 (20pts.) 
The following two questions pertain to use of STM32F74X-based Nucleo 144 SDK board used in HW10 and 11. 

Assume that the digital IO is initialized correctly by the default settings of CubeMX.  Switch on the BLUE LED: 

________________________ 5p (_____________2.5p, _____________2.5p, ____________ 2.5p); 

Assume that the digital IO is initialized correctly.  If the user button is pressed run the function RUNME(): 

if ( ________________________ 5p (_____________2.5p, ______________ 2.5p) RUNME(); 


